
Advanced Bitcoin
So, you’re interested in Bitcoin and you’ve informed yourself about the currency’s
basic concepts. If you want to learn a bit more now, this is the right place to look.
Without diving too deeply into the technical and economic complexities, we will
answer some fundamental questions about Bitcoin.
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What is Bitcoin actually?01
Bitcoin is a so-called cryptocurrency, a software-based
monetary system that is secured by digital encoding. Bitcoin’s
total money supply is limited to 21 million units, each of which
can be divided into smaller amounts. With its decentralized,
peer-to-peer communication network, Bitcoin has no central
governing authority. Transactions are processed by the large
network of the currency’s users themselves, using free
software. Bitcoin belongs to no one and is controlled by no
one. And its unique properties allow it to be used in ways
that no previous payment system accommodated.
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Can I earn Bitcoin?02
Yes. Not only can you buy Bitcoin, you can also earn it, or, as
the users say, you can “mine” it. Mining means letting the
Bitcoin network use your computer to process transactions.
Your computer helps verify transactions and you earn
payment in Bitcoin. Prerequisites for mining are computer
skills and, of course, a capable computer, including an
efficient graphic card. Whether mining really pays for the
average private Bitcoin user is another question. Besides
requiring expensive hardware, electricity costs are also
substantial. That said, mining itself is simple: you install a
mining program, open an account at a Mining Pool and you’re
ready to go. When Bitcoin began, miners could generate one
mega-hash unit of processing per second. Today, with a tiny
USB ASIC miner, that rate has risen to 2000 Mhash per
second of processing.
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Why does Bitcoin work?03
Bitcoin has cleverly solved two basic challenges facing any
virtual currency. First, the issue of money creation: Until the
year 2140 a decreasing number of Bitcoins will be issued, with
the total ultimately reaching 21 million. Given that each
Bitcoin can be subdivided to the eighth decimal place
(0.00000001), that’s a lot of potential currency. The smallest
Bitcoin unit is the Satoshi, one hundred-millionth of a
Bitcoin.The other issue facing any virtual currency is the risk
of “double spending,” the danger that the same sum of
Bitcoin could be spent more than once, leaving someone
empty-handed. Unlike payments with conventional methods,
Bitcoin transactions are not verified by a middleman like a
bank or a credit card company. Rather, payments are
processed via the Bitcoin network, a countless number of
computers. This makes each individual Bitcoin user part of the
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What kinds of Bitcoin wallets are out there?04
There are a variety of Bitcoin wallets available to
users—desktop, mobile and web wallets being the three
broad categories. The desktop wallet is installed on your
computer. It gives you complete control over your Bitcoin
account and can be readily compared to a bank vault. Mobile
wallets are for smartphones and tablets. They enable easy
payments in shops and cafés and can be compared to a
physical billfold that you carry around with you.Web wallets
allow you to use Bitcoin like an account for ebanking; they are
good for paying all sorts of bills. And like an ebanking service,
they are often targeted by hackers, so carefully selecting a
secure provider is very important. A web wallet can contain
up to one hundred valid addresses and smart users use a new
address for every transaction. That way it’s easy to track each
transaction and, at the same time, makes it harder for a hacker
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Why do Bitcoin transactions take 10 minutes to verify?05
Yes, it does take some time, about 10 minutes, for a Bitcoin
transaction to be processed and okayed be the examiners. In
fact, whole blocks of transactions are verified together in 10-
minute intervals. Processing involves confirming that the
Bitcoins that are, for example, being paid to you indeed have
reached their destination – your address – and not someone
else’s. Once that transfer has been duly confirmed via the
Bitcoin network, you are free to transfer or spend that
amount. The verification process can be accelerated, of
course, at a cost. If you wish, a fee usually amounting to BTC
0.005 will assure that your transaction moves to the front of
the line and will be handled faster by the miners. With
transactions involving small amounts, BTC 0.0001 or less, this
surcharge should always be paid or there’s a chance the
transaction will remain in Bitcoin limbo and remain
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How can I exchange my Bitcoins for conventional cash?06
There are various ways to exchange Bitcoins for “real” money.
You can, for example, have your Bitcoins paid to you in the
form of a prepaid Master Card when you open an account at
netteller.com. Once your application is approved you can
order an Net+ card with your Bitcoin holdings. Then you have
to open a second account at virwox.com and transfer your
netteller holdings to that account, where you can first acquire
Second Life’s Linden dollars, which can, if you wish, be
exchanged for US dollars that you can deposit back at
netteller. With your netteller Master Card you can make
payments or, finally, withdraw cash.Alternatively, you can
open an account at Bitcoin.de, an online market where sellers
and buyers can trade directly with each other. The proceeds
of a sale of Bitcoin can be arranged in a conventional currency
paid into your bank account. A similar trading platform is in


